ES cell cycle rates affect gene targeting frequencies.
We have investigated the gene targeting frequency at the hprt locus in a range of embryonic stem cell lines selected for variations in cell cycle parameters. Our results show that targeting frequency varies with cell line by as much as 12-fold between nonisogenic lines and 3-fold between isogenic lines and that a nonisogenic line can support homologous recombination events by up to 21-fold more frequently than an isogenic line. This variation is consistent with both insertion and replacement vectors. These results can be explained by an inverse linear correlation of targeting frequencies with cell doubling times. Additionally, by reducing serum concentration in the culture medium the mean cell doubling time for R1 ES cells can be increased from 11.4 to 15.7 h, with a subsequent 15-fold decrease in gene targeting frequency. This change fits the correlation found for the different nonisogenic cell lines. Our observations have important implications when performing gene targeting experiments and explain some of the variation noted between experiments.